Avon
WOW – Felicity is our worker of the week. I was so impressed how quickly she learnt her line for our
class assembly. She has been saying the line so confidently for everyone to hear in our rehearsals. Well
done! 
Star Writer – Jake is our star writer. He wrote an excellent sentence about his superhero and sounded
out words by himself. Well done! 

Fleet
WOW – Jake T is our worker of the week. He is consistently trying his best in class, whether it means
listening carefully on the carpet, volunteering to take part in whole class lessons or challenging himself in
his individual work. Keep it up Jake, you’re really impressing us!
Star writer – Henry A is our star writer this week. He has been trying very hard to keep his writing
smaller and neater, which is helping him to read his sentence back once he has finished. Well done!
Trent
WOW- Ivy is our worker of the week this week. She comes into school happy and has been working hard
to complete independent activities. She really impressed the adults in class with her reading this week.
Well done Ivy 
Star Writer- Amber is our star writer this week. She created a great superhero and wrote a sentence
about the super powers. Well done Amber 

1B
WOW – Alfie G is our WOW this week for doing a fantastic job in maths this week. We have been
learning about money and Alfie was able to count in 2s, 5s and 10s to count his coins. I was really
impressed with how he worked confidently and independently. Well done Alfie 
Star Writer – Sofia G is our star writer this week for writing a brilliant diary entry in character as Mrs
Wobble. Sofia was able to think carefully about how Mrs Wobble would be feeling and used lovely
descriptive language in her writing. Well done Sofia 

1BC
WOW – Callum is our WOW this week for working so hard in all lessons and helping others. You were
happy and willing to support another child in 1BC when copying writing from the board. You showed
patience and quietly helped by pointing at the words they needed to write next. Thank you and well done!
Star Writer –Mia is our Star writer this week for writing an excellent diary entry in the character of Mrs
Wobble. She used a variety of connectives in her writing and descriptive language to add interest. We
loved the part where she said “My eyes went so big when I saw that I dropped the jelly on the managers
head!” Well done Mia!

1J
WOW – Shivam – Shivam is our WOW this week for his excellent attitude towards his learning. Shivam
starts every morning with a big smile and always has a lovely greeting for Miss Jensen! He works hard in
every lesson and always shows our Engayne values. Well done, Shivam! 
Star Writer – Lucy – Lucy is our star writer for her excellent diary entry as Mrs Wobble the Waitress.
Lucy wrote in first person and gave excellent detail about how awful her day had been, especially when

she ‘dropped a steaming roast chicken on a customer’s beautiful hat’. You are a super writer, Lucy. Keep
up the brilliant work 

2B
WOW – Demi – Demi wowed us with her excellent running in some sprint races this week. Her
determination and focus is fabulous and she sped along the track. Well done Demi, we look forward to
seeing you running again very soon!
Star Writer – Lillia – We were scientists this week making observations of our sunflower seeds and
plants. Lillia used some scientific vocabulary in her writing which was great, she observed changes and
wrote about them confidently. Well done Lillia.
2J
WOW – Dolly-Louise has been working super hard on her Reading and Writing. She will now do more
on her own and even when asked to re-read or double check her spellings, Dolly-Louise manages to
follow adult instructions without making any fuss. Miss Jupp has been so impressed with her time, care
and efforts she has been putting into her learning. Keep it up!
Star Writer – Jayden P for a wonderful letter writing in role as ‘Hugo’ from the ‘Care of Henry’ story.
Jayden has only just started Engayne but was determined to write on his own! He paid attention to
spelling and tried hard to use different conjunctions and adjectives. Excellent!

2M
WOW – Blake- Well done Blake for always being SO cheerful and putting a smile on everyone’s faces.
You always lift everyone’s spirits in 2M 
Star Writer – Emily WELL DONE EMILY for a wonderful letter. Emily wrote as a character from our book
‘Care of Henry’ and really wrote for a purpose. She carefully thought about how Hugo would be feeling
and used excellent questions.

